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ABSTRACT
Heat exchanger networks (HENs) play a significant role in the energy conservation of any process industry.
The HENs are used to maximize heat recovery by exchanging heat between hot and cold process streams. Therefore,
the optimum design of HENs is extremely important to reach the maximum efficiency of energy systems. Many
graphical methods have been developed during the last four decades for synthesizing of heat exchanger networks
(HENs). However, most of these methods have only been evaluated for retrofitting design of HENs. In the grassroots
design situation, these methods are often complicated and tedious. This paper introduces a new and simple graphical
approach for HEN grassroots design. The new approach based on a single graph called Supply-Target Diagram (STD). The ST-D is formulated by plotting supply temperatures versus target temperatures of streams. Streams matching
can easily be applied in the ST-D and splitting of streams is clearly visualized and evaluated. A case study is used to
illustrate the application of the new graphical method for grassroots design of HENs.
Keywords: Pinch Analysis, Energy Integration, Graphical Approach, Supply-Target Diagram, Heat
Exchanger Network
INTRODUCTION
The global demand for energy has been considerably increasing due to the continuous growth in the global
economic. This increase in the energy consumption and its environmental, economic and societal effects has created
escalating global concern [1]. This concern has been reflected in huge research on the energy efficiency of various
sectors including commercial, residential, transportation and industrial [2-6]. The latter contributes in nearly 38% of
global energy consumption. Therefore, improving energy efficiency of various industries could significantly reduce
global energy demand [7]. Recently, the efficiency of energy use in energy-intensive industries has become the
common interest of many researchers [5]. For the sake of efficient grassroots and retrofitting design of energy
systems, many graphical and mathematical techniques have been developed [8-28]. Process Integration, which was
introduced by Linnhoff and Flower, 1978, has been used extensively on increasing energy efficiency of processing
systems [9]. The process integration technique, also called pinch analysis, was first introduced to analyze energy
flows in process heat exchanger networks. Pinch analysis is based on the second law of thermodynamics which
states that heat can only flow from higher temperatures (sources) to lower temperatures (sinks) [15]. Pinch
analysis uses graphics and tables to provide a good overview of processes to the designer. The most popular
graphical and tabular tools are Composite curve (CC), grand composite curve (GCC), Problem Table Algorithms, and
Grid diagram. The Composite Curve (CC) is formulated by plotting temperatures versus enthalpies of process
streams to identify utilities targets and pinch temperature. Grand composite curve (GCC) is produced by plotting the
net heat-flow of a process at different temperatures. The GCC helps in identifying regions where external heating and
cooling utilities are required. Problem Table is used for algebraically setting heating and cooling targets [15].
The typical grid diagram (GD) was introduced by Linhoff and flower (1978) for the grassroots design of
heat exchanger networks (HENs) [9]. The GD is formulated by presenting streams as horizontal arrows. Each heat
exchanger is represented in the GD by a vertical line connecting a hot and cold stream. The GD is a very common
graphical tool for both grassroots and retrofitting design of HENs. However, visualization of important design
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parameters such as streams’ temperature intervals and enthalpies are not straightforward in the GD [16].
Furthermore, splitting and matching feasibility of streams are not easy evaluated.
Since GDs was introduced, many graphical methods have been developed for synthesizing and retrofitting
of HENs. Retrofit Thermodynamic Diagram (RTD) was introduced by Lakshmanan and Bañares-Alcántara (1996)
using both the driving forces and heat contents of streams to analyze and retrofit existing HENs [17]. Another
graphical technique based on several curves was introduced by Nordman and Berntsson (2001) to determine the
investment cost associated with the changes in heating and cooling of HEN [18]. Osman et al. (2009) proposed a
retrofitting graphical method based on the path analysis approaches to increase the heat transfer area without any
structural changes on the existing HEN [19]. Wan Alwi and Manan (2010) developed a graphical method based on
the stream temperature versus enthalpy plot (STEP) [20]. The STEP is used to target and design HENs
simultaneously. Grid Diagram Table (GDT) was introduced by Abbood et al. (2012) for HENs retrofitting and
utilities targeting [21]. The GDT combines graphical and numerical tools into a single diagram. Gaddallad et al.
(2016) developed the temperature driving force (TDF) method for retrofitting of existing heat exchanger networks
(HENs) [17]. Yee Qing Lai et. al. used the STEP technique for analyzing and retrofitting of existing HENs [17].
Recently, Yeo et. al. (2017) extended the application of STEP method to involve phase changes [24]. Recently, a new
graphical method uses Supply-Target Diagram (ST-D) was introduced by Al-Mayyahi et al. (2019) for retrofitting
design of heat exchanger network [25].
However, even though these graphical methods offer good visualization techniques for HENs design, they
have some limitations such as the points listed below:

The majority of the graphical methods were presented as retrofitting design techniques of HENs.

Most of the graphical methods that developed for grassroots design of HENs use cumbersome construction
processes.

Others such as GDs are sometimes tedious and hard to follow due to the lack of visualization regarding
temperatures intervals of streams and enthalpies.
This paper presents a new and simple graphical approach for HEN grassroots design. The significance of the
new method is its simplicity and comprehensibility. The approach based on a single graph called Supply-Target
Diagram (ST-D). The ST-D is formulated by simply plotting supply temperatures versus target temperatures of
streams. Streams matching can easily be applied in the ST-D and stream splitting is clearly visualized and evaluated.
In the following sections of the paper, background information on the new graphical technique will be given
and step by step construction procedure discussed. Then, a case study is used to illustrate the application of the new
graphical method for grassroots design of HENs. In order to validate the new graphical technique, the results will be
compared with the grid diagram representation. Finally, a brief review of the paper and the significance of the new
technique will be concluded.
METHODOLOGY
This section describes principles of the new graphical method for HENs representation. An illustrative
example will be used next to discuss the graphical technique.
Supply-Target Diagram (ST-D)
The new graphical method uses a single diagram called supply-target diagram (ST-D) for the grassroots
design of HENs. The ST-D is produced by plotting supply temperatures versus target temperatures of streams on the
Y-axis and X-axis respectively. Then, streams matching can be directly done in the ST-D and matching constraints
like cross-pinch and temperature feasibility can be easily observed. This makes the ST-D a powerful tool for HENs
representation for new designs.
Representation of a stream on ST-D
Supply-target diagram can be used to represent process and utility streams as follows:
Consider a hot stream with supply and target temperatures equal to TSH and TTH respectively, and a cold stream with
supply and target temperatures of T SC and TTC respectively, [3],
Then,
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𝑄𝐻 = 𝐶𝑃𝐻 (𝑇𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝑆𝐻 )

(1)

Qc = CPH (TTC − TSC )

(2)

and,

Where; QH is the heat load of the hot stream, CPH is the heat capacity of the hot stream. QC is the heat load of
the cold stream, CPC is the heat capacity of the cold stream, see Figure 1.
From equation (1) and (2) we can get
𝑄

𝑇𝑆𝐻 = ( 𝐶𝑃𝐻 ) + TTH

(3)

𝐻

and,
Q

TSC = (CPC ) + TTC

(4)

C

Figure 1. Hot and cold streams
Hot and cold streams can be represented on the ST-D using their supply (TS) and target (TT) temperatures as
Y-coordinate and X-coordinate respectively, see Figure 2.
It can be seen from Figure 2 that when drawing a line parallel to the main diagonal line starting from hot or
QH
) for
CP H

cold streams, the line intercepts y-axis or x-axis at values equal to (
QH
)
CP H

Alternatively, values of (

Q

QC
)
CP C

hot stream and (

for cold streams.

and (CPC ) can be read from the vertical distance between the hot and cold streams
C

and the diagonal line respectively, as it shown in Figure 2. Interestingly, the ST-D shows that all hot streams are
represented above the main diagonal line whereas cold streams are located below this line.

Figure 2. Representation of hot and cold streams on ST-D
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Stepwise cooling process of a hot stream
ST-D can be easily used to represent a process of cooling a hot stream in a series of heat exchangers. The
overall cooling duty required by a stream is the summation of its all individual cooling processes as it explained by
Equation 5. Figure 3 shows a three stages process of cooling a hot stream in a train of heat exchangers. It can be seen
that:
𝑄𝐻
𝐶𝑃𝐻

𝑄

𝑄

𝑄

= 𝐶𝑃𝐻1 + 𝐶𝑃𝐻2 + 𝐶𝑃𝐻3
𝐻

𝐻

𝐻

(5)

Figure 3. Stepwise cooling process of a hot stream







As shown in Figure 4, the stepwise cooling process can be represented on the ST-D following below steps:
Stage 1 (A1) is the intercept between the horizontal line starting from T SH and a diagonal line starting from the
value of QH1/CPH on the Y-axis. Alternatively, the vertical distance between A1 and the diagonal line equal to
(QH1/CPH).
The intercept of a vertical line from A1 with the main diagonal line gives T SH2.
Stage 2 (A2) is the intercept between the horizontal line of T SH2 and a diagonal line starting from the value of
QH2/CPH on the Y-axis. Alternatively, the vertical distance between A2 and the diagonal line equal to (Q H2/CPH).
The intercept of a vertical line from A2 with the main diagonal line gives T SH3.
Stage 3 (A3) is the intercept between the horizontal line of TSH3 and a diagonal line starting from the value of
QH3/CPH on the Y-axis. Alternatively, the vertical distance between A3 and the diagonal line equal to (Q H3/CPH).

Figure 4. Stepwise cooling process of a hot stream on ST-D
Stepwise heating process of a cold stream
Similarly, the cold stream stepwise heating process can be represented by ST-D. The overall heating duty
required by a stream is the summation of its all individual heating processes as it explained by Equation 6. Figure 5
shows cooling a hot stream in a train of heat exchangers. It can be seen that:
𝑄𝐶
𝐶𝑃𝐶

𝑄

𝑄

𝑄

= 𝐶𝑃𝐶1 + 𝐶𝑃𝐶2 + 𝐶𝑃𝐶3
𝐶
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𝐶

𝐶

(6)
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Figure 5. Stepwise heating of a cold stream
As it shown from Figure 6, the stepwise heating process can be represented by the ST-D following below
steps:
 Stage 1 (B1) is the intercept between the horizontal line starting from T SC1 and a diagonal line starting from a
value of QC1/CPC on the X-axis. Alternatively, the vertical distance between B1 and the diagonal line equal to
(QC1/CPC).
 The intercept of a vertical line from B1 with the main diagonal line gives T SC2.
 Stage 2 (B2) is the intercept between the horizontal line of T SC2 and a diagonal line starting from a value of
QC2/CPC on the X-axis. Alternatively, the vertical distance between B2 and the diagonal line equal to (QC2/CPC).
 The intercept of a vertical line from B2 with the main diagonal line gives T SC3.
 Stage 3 (B3) is the intercept between the horizontal line of T SC3 and a diagonal line starting from a value of
QC3/CPC on the X-axis. Alternatively, the vertical distance between B3 and the diagonal line equal to (QC3/CPC).

Figure 6. Stepwise heating of a cold stream on ST-D
Using Supply-Target Diagram (ST-D) for HEN grassroots design
The ST-D can be used to graphically design a new HEN based on principles of pinch analysis. The shifted
temperature scale is used to generate the ST-D as shown in Figure 7. The ST-D is divided into 6 regions:
 Region 1: this region is for all hot streams that their supply and target temperatures are below the pinch
temperature.
 Region 2: this region is for all hot streams that their supply temperatures are above the pinch temperature but their
target temperatures are below the pinch temperature. Hot streams at this region are located cross pinch
temperature.
 Region 3: this region is for all hot streams that their supply and target temperatures are above the pinch
temperature.
 Region 4: this region is for all cold streams that their supply and target temperatures are above the pinch
temperature.
 Region 5: this region is for all cold streams that their supply temperatures are below the pinch temperature but
894
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their target temperatures are above the pinch temperature. Cold streams at this region are located cross pinch
temperature.
 Region 6: this region is for all cold streams that their supply and target temperatures are below the pinch
temperature.
It should be noted that streams’ phase changes can be represented in the ST-D as a point at the diagonal (same
supply and target temperatures).

Figure 7. ST-D Regions
Streams Matching Rules
Each heat exchanger can be represented in the ST-D by a line connecting two streams, hot and cold streams.
These two streams must have the same heat load and their temperature differences must not violate minimum
temperature approach. In order to minimize utilities consumption and meet minimum energy targets, heat exchanger
must not be matched across the pinch line. For the purpose of illustration, Figure 8 shows seven streams, two hot and
five cold. It can be seen that:

Figure 8. Stream matching rules
1.

2.

The hot stream 1 cannot be matched to any cold stream located to the right of the dotted line BD (such as
stream 2). Matching hot stream 1 to cold stream 2 violates the minimum temperature approach, i.e. supply and
target temperatures of the cold stream 2 is higher than target and supply temperatures of the hot stream 1
respectively.
Similarly, the hot stream 1 cannot be matched to any cold stream located above the dotted line AC (such as
stream 3). Matching hot stream 1 to cold stream 3 violates the minimum temperature approach, i.e. supply
temperature of cold stream 3 is higher than target temperature of the hot stream 1.
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3.

The hot stream 1 can be matched to any cold stream, with same heat load, located below the dashed line AC, as
shown in Figure 8 due to the minimum temperature satisfaction at both ends of any potential heat exchanger.
4. Both cold stream 6 and hot stream 7 are located cross pinch temperature, Tp. Therefore, they have to be split
into two parts, below and above pinch point, (6a and 7a) and (6b and 7b) respectively, as shown in Figure 8.
Algorithm of grassroots HEN design
The grassroots design of HEN will be achieved by applying the new graphical methodology presented in
Figure 9. Heat exchangers are formulated by following rules of streams matching mentioned in the later section. The
HEN for streams above pinch is design first, and then HEN below pinch is formulated.
CASE STUDY
An existing HEN given by Asante and Zhu is considered as a case study for the purpose of illustration of
the new graphical approach [26]. The HEN consists of five streams, four hot and one cold. Table 1 shows streams
data of the HEN. The minimum temperature difference of 10 oC is considered in this case study. The application of
pinch analysis principles shows that hot and cold energy targets are 125 and 15 MW respectively and the pinch
temperature is 145 oC [26].
The new graphical method will be used to design a HEN with maximum heat recovery, following the
grassroots design algorithm presented in Figure 9.

Figure 9. HEN grassroots design algorithm
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Table 1. Streams Data [26]
Stream

Ts (oC)

Tt( oC)

Q (MW)

1

160

120

20

2

200

160

20

3

150

120

140

4

200

130

70

5

100

190

360

Figure 10. ST-D of the case study
Above the pinch design
1. Figure 10 represents the ST-D of the process streams given in Table 1. It can be seen that streams (1), (4), and
(5) lies in regions 5 and 2 of the ST-D respectively which means that they are cross pinch. Therefore, they need
to be divided into their above and below pinch components (1a), (1b), (4a), (4b), (5a), and (5b) respectively, as
previously explained in the design algorithm, see Figure 9.
2. Above the pinch, the available heating loads in hot streams are used to satisfy the total or part of the heat
required by cold streams.
3. Investigation the streams above the pinch shows that the hot stream (1a) is the closest hot streams to the pinch
line; therefore, it is matched first. On the other hand, only one cold stream (5a) is available above the pinch.
Therefore, stream (1a) is used to satisfy part of the heat required by stream (5a).
4. Furthermore, Figure 11 shows that target temperatures of both hot streams (1a) and (4a) lie on the pinch line.
On the other hand, maximum heat load can be supplied to stream (5a) with target temperature of Tp is 40 MW.
Therefore, hot stream (1a) is used to satisfy heat lead of 5 MW required by cold stream (5a1) while hot stream
(4a2) is used to supply heat load of 35 MW of cold stream (5a1*).
5.

Stream 5a is divided into (5a1), (5a1*), and (5a2) with heat load of (5), (35) and (160) MW respectively, as
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6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

shown in Table 2.
Stream (5a1) is connected to stream (1a), see Figure 11.
Stream (4a) is divided into (4a1) and (4a2) with heat loads of 15 and 35 MW respectively.
Stream (5a1*) is connected to stream (4a2).
The next closer hot stream to pinch line is stream (2) with heat load of 20 MW. This heat load is supplied to
part of the heat load required by cold stream (5a2). For this purpose, Stream (5a2) is divided into streams
(5a21) and (5a22) with heat loads of 20, and 140 MW respectively.
Hot stream (2) is connected to cold stream (5a21).
The last hot stream (4a1) is connected to part of the heat load of stream (5a22).
Stream (5a22) is divided into two streams, (5a221), and (5a222) with heat loads of 15 and 125MW respectively.
Stream (4a1) is connected to stream (5a221).
The remaining heat load required by cold stream (5a222) is 125MW which is the minimum heating utility.

Figure 11. Above the pinch design
Table 2. Above pinch heat exchangers
hot
stream

TSH

TTH

QH

Cold
stream
5

TSC

TTC

QC

105

195

360

5a

145

195

200

1a

155

145

5

5a1

145

155

5

4a2

180

145

35

5a1*

145

155

35

5a2

155

195

160

2

195

155

20

5a21

155

160

20

4a

195

145

50

5a22

160

195

140

4a1

195

180

15

5a221

160

163.75

15

5a222

163.75

195

125=QHmin
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Below the pinch design
1. Figure 12 shows the design of HEN below the pinch. The Figure shows three main hot streams, (3), (1b), and (4b)
and one cold stream, (5b).
2. Below the pinch, all heat load required by the cold streams are satisfied by the total or part of the heat load
available from hot streams below the pinch.
3. The hot stream (4b) is the closest hot stream to the pinch line, therefore, it is matched first.
4. Both streams (3) and (1b) are on the same distance from the pinch. However, the heat load of (1b) is lower than
heat load of stream (3). Therefore, stream (1b) is matched first. See Figure 12.
5. Stream (5b) is then divided into three components, (5b1), (5b2) and (5b3) with heat loads of 20, 15 and 125MW
respectively, as shown in Table 3.
6. Stream (4b) is connected to stream (5b1), and then stream (1b) is connected to stream (5b2). See Figure 12.
7. The remaining heat load required by the cold stream (5b3) is 125MW which is lower than the heat load available
from the hot stream (3).
8. Therefore, stream (3) is divided into two components, (3b1) and (3b2) with heat capacity of 125 and 15MW
respectively.
9. Stream (3b1) is connected to stream (5b3) as shown in Figure 12.
10. The heat load of the remaining hot stream (3b2) is 15MW which is the minimum cooling utility.
Figure 13 shows the complete design of the HEN with a total of 7 heat exchangers, four heat exchangers
above the pinch and 3 heat exchangers below the pinch in addition to one heater and one cooler with duties of 125
and 15 MW respectively. The heating and cooling utilities achieved by ST-D meet the energy targets determined by
pinch analysis of the process streams [26].

Figure 12. Below the pinch design
Figure 14 shows the grid diagram representation of the complete design of the HEN. The ST-D representation shows
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some advantages over the grid diagram representation, that:
 The ST-D represents a convenient graphical tool.
 Straightforward determination of the intermediate temperatures between exchangers.
 Matching process of streams is easily conducted below and above the pinch point.
 Streams’ splitting is immediately evaluated and implemented.
 Cross pinch matching can conveniently be determined and visualized.
 Temperature difference violation can easily be examined and avoided.
In conclusion, ST-D is a useful graphical tool for synthesising and representation of heat exchanger
networks toward maximum energy recovery and minimum utilities consumption.
Table 3. Below pinch heat exchangers
hot
stream

TSH

TTH

QH

1b

145

115

15

3

145

115

140

3b1

145

118.21

125

3b2

118.21

115

15=QCmin

4b

145

125

20

Cold
stream
5b

TSC

TTC

QC

105

145

160

5b2

110

113.75

15

5b3

113.75

145

125

5b1

105

110

20

Figure 13. The ST-D representation of the complete HEN design
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155oC

1
2
3
4

3b2

3b1

1a

15MW

155oC

195oC

2

145oC

115oC

1b
195oC

4a2

4a1

4b

195oC

5

115oC

5a222

125MW

5a221

5a21

5a1

5b3

15MW

20MW

5MW

125MW

5b2
15MW

5b1

125oC

105oC

20MW

5a1*

145oC

35MW

Figure 14. The Grid diagram representation of the complete HEN design

CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new and simple graphical method for grassroots design of HENs using the SupplyTarget Diagram (ST-D). The ST-D is formulated by plotting streams’ supply temperatures versus target
temperatures. Streams matching can be easily represented in the ST-D and streams splitting is easily determined and
conveniently applied. A systematic procedure for HENs design has been provided based on the principles of pinch
analysis. A case study is used to illustrate the application of the new graphical method for grassroots design of
HENs. The application of the new graphical method shows that the new method can be successfully used in the
designing of new HENs for maximum energy efficiency.
NOMENCLATURE
𝑄𝐻
𝑄𝐶
𝑄𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑄𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑇𝑠
𝑇𝑡
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑇𝐻
𝑇𝑆𝐻
𝑇𝑇𝐶
𝑇𝑆𝐶
𝐶𝑃𝐻
𝐶𝑃𝐶

Heat load of a hot stream (MW)
Heat load of a cold stream (MW)
Minimum cooling duty (MW)
Minimum heating utility (MW)
Supply temperature (oC)
Target temperature (oC)
Pinch temperature (oC)
Target temperature of a hot stream (oC)
Supply temperature of a hot stream (oC)
Target temperature of a cold stream (oC)
Supply temperature of a cold stream (oC)
Heat capacity rate of a hot stream (MW/oC)
Heat capacity rate of a cold stream (MW/oC)
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